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M779/ X-H05                                                      94307 

USB MINI ULTRASONIC HUMIDIFIER WITH ATMOSPHERE LAMP 

  INSTRUCTION MANUAL  
 

Please read the manual before first use. Keep this manual safe for future reference! 
 

WARNINGS  
1. To disconnect the device power supply, pull on the plug, NOT the cable. 
2. Make sure the power connection inlet is dry before using. 
3. The appliance should be unplugged: 

 if there is a problem when in operation, 
 before assembling or disassembling it, 
 after finished using it. 

4. Do not use the appliance if it does not operate correctly during operation, or if the power cord or plug 
is damaged.  

5. Never attempt to dismantle or repair the appliance yourself. Take your appliance to an approved service 
center. All the repairs must be made by a qualified technician. 

6. Keep away from sources of heat, direct sunlight, humidity, water, or other liquids.  
7. Do not operate it under high temperature. 
8. Do not immerse in water or any other liquids. 
9. Do not subject it to strong impacts and do not throw it. 
10. Do not drop, short-circuit, modify, disassemble, or puncture it. 
11. It is not a toy. Keep out of reach of children and persons with reduced physical, sensory, or mental 

capabilities. 
12. Do not tilt the humidifier when in use. 
13. Keep away from wooden, nylon or inflammable surfaces, radiators, other heat sources.  
14. Do not put it near fans, air conditioners or other devices which operation is to move the air around. All 

these devices prevent the spraying production. 
 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
   

 

1. Cover 

2. Colour changing LED 

3. Spray switch 

4. Absorbent cotton rod 

5. Spray outlet 

6. Light key 

7. Spring 

8. Water tank 
 

  
Accessory: 1 x USB cable 
(included)   
 
Technical specifications 
5V   0.5A   2.5W  
 
Water tank capacity: 250ml 

 

OPERATION 
 

1. Place the humidifier on a dry, flat, stable surface, at least 10 cm from walls or 
objects.  

2. WATER TANK FILLING : Rotate the cover counterclockwise to open the lid. 
Remove the cover. Add natural mineral water or tap water into the tank.  
Add 1 or 2 drops of essential oil if desired. 

Do not add purified water or distilled water otherwise the atomization effect will be 
poor and the water willl be accumulated in the spray nozzle.  

Install the cover and rotate clockwise to tighten the lid.  

3. POWER ON : Use the provided USB cable to connect the humidifier with the  
USB port of a computer or with the included adaptor to connect it to the mains.  
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4. SPRAY FUNCTION : Press spray switch once to get continuous spraying.  Press again to get the 
5-second intermittent spraying.  

5. LED LIGHT COLOUR CHANGING : Press once to turn on the LED ; the LED is blue. Press a 
second time : it turns into yellow, a third time : purple,  a fourth time : green and a fifth time : 4 color 
LED light display by turn.  
Press a sixth time to turn off the LED.  

 
Note: The humidifier automatically shut down after 4 hours of operation to prevent any damage to the 
product caused by the absence of water which has evaporated. 
 

Cotton rod/ spring installation 
The spring is installed in the bottom of the conduit to support the cotton rod.  
DO NOT to lose the spring when installing or replacing the cotton rod. The spring should be on the conduit 
for proper installation.  
 

INFORMATION ON THE USE OF ESSENTIAL OILS 

 Store essential oil containers in a dry area, protected from heat, sun and light. 

 Essential oils may be concentrated. Use them with caution, keeping to the dosage.  

 Keep out of the reach of children and pets.   

 Do not swallow.   

 Close the cap correctly after use because essential oils are very volatile and the aroma may 
escape.  

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE 
 

 DO NOT IMMERSE IN WATER OR ANY OTHER LIQUID. 

 DO NOT USE ABRASIVES OR CLEANERS. 

 BEFORE CLEANING, DISCONNECT THE USB CABLE IF IT IS CONNECTED.  
 
Clean the exterior with a clean, dry, lint-free cloth.. 

Cleaning the water tank: After use, empty the remaining water in the tank to prevent the accumulation of 
bacteria. Moisten a cloth in a solution of warm water with a little washing-up liquid. Squeeze out excess 
moisture and clean the interior; rinse with clear water. Dry with kitchen paper.   
Cleaning the cotton rod:  As it filters water and release clean water mist to ensure you can breathe 
healthier air. Clean it regularly if you often use it, take out the cotton rod and soak it for 1 minute in water, 
then put it into the catheter.  

 

Cleaning out scale deposits 
- Fill the water tank with water containing a small quantity of white vinegar.  
- Allow to rest for 15 minutes, then rinse out well and dry thoroughly. 

 
STORAGE: Store the product in low temperature, dry and ventilated place. 

WARNING: You should not dispose of this device with your household waste. A selective collection 
system for this type of product is implemented by your local authorities. Please contact your local 
authorities to find out how and where collection takes place. These restrictions apply because 
electrical and electronic devices contain dangerous substances that have harmful effects on the 
environment or on human health and must be recycled. This symbol indicates that electrical and 
electronic devices are collected selectively. The symbol shows a waste container crossed out with 
an X symbol. 
Imported by EML – trading name: Prodis, 1 rue de Rome 93110 Rosny-sous-Bois-France/ Made in PRC 
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Marketed by EUROTOPS VERSAND GMBH D-40764 LANGENFELD 


